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Abstract: The modern industry discourse on sustainability is the idea of ‘green growth’, which is
described as the paradox of the continuation of increased economic growth, at the same time as
increasing sustainability. Policy makers face the challenge of how to encourage and sustain appropri-
ate levels of individual behavioural change to manage consumption in a changing environment. In
addressing this challenge, this study seeks to move beyond discrete elements of human consumption
behaviour and develop a better understand of the wider inputs including culture, societal norms,
institutions and governance. The research methodology adopted uses a systematic literature review
approach coupled with thematic analysis. The study presents a new understanding of the interre-
latedness of consumption policy, social structures, and the boundary arrangements of governance.
What emerges is a focus on the role of governance and societal context in influencing outcomes. A
fundamental output of the study is the designation of 27 evidence-based principles of change. These
principles represent a new framework: the Governance and Sustainable Policy Development (GSPD)
framework or ‘Road Map’, designed to guide decision making and aid the understanding of what
motivates individuals and institutions within a wider neo-liberal societal system to manage their
consumption from a more sustainable policy and governance perspective.

Keywords: consumption; sustainability; governance; society; values; environment

1. Introduction

Improving the sustainable behaviour of communities and individuals through in-
formed public and social policy has never been direct or clear, however the need for
such change has never been greater [1]. There is a need to gain a better understanding
of individual values and motivations that influence sustainable consumption behaviour.
Theoretically, the field of behavioural management in environmental consumption is much
contested [2–4]. Considerable debate continues regarding behavioural change and policy
learning at both an individual and societal level and in relation to the balance of responsi-
bility between these two levels [5]. Indeed, the ways in which ordinary people deal with
environmental matters requires detailed examination, in how they perceive, understand,
evaluate, and manage the connections between their personal lifestyles and routine con-
sumption practices and global environmental change [6]. Policy makers seek to gain a
better understanding of these everyday consumption practices of consumers in order to
reduce overall environmental impact in areas such as CO2 transport emissions or energy
consumption [7]. However, these consumption processes are nested within societal values
and systems influencing both intrinsic as well as extrinsic motivation, in terms of citizen
empowerment, governance and sustainable policy development.

This is a rapidly expanding area of research for those in public and social policy,
as well as in science and business. Consequently, there are numerous avenues for the
engagement of management scholars and educators in addressing these grand societal
challenges [8]. Indeed, management scholars have been widely encouraged to engage
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in tackling these broader societal challenges through their collaborative research and
collective insight [8]. Although many different disciplines are addressing the problems
of managing sustainability, there are many challenges to this process, including agreeing
common definitions of sustainable behaviour, the policy implementation gap in terms of
the limited persistence of change in behaviours, as well as the paternalistic perspective
in assessing consumption without regard of the societal context. Thus, there is a need
to develop a greater understanding of the setting in which decisions are made, whether
by organisations or individuals, and to acknowledge the twin dimensions of societal
dynamics and the complexity of the interactions within the concept of sustainability. This
paper aims to contribute to conceptual development in influencing sustainability-oriented
behaviour within a policy and governance context, and provides initial guidance from a
wider disciplinary perspective. Bringing together findings from a diverse body of literature
across the science, social-science and business disciplines, the authors review and integrate
findings and, in so doing, inform a synthesised review in order to move to a new evidence-
informed societal paradigm.

Managing Societal Sustainability

National and local policy makers have sought to encourage individuals to engage
in a wide range of pro-environmental practices to address both discrete environmental
problems and major global challenges such as climate change [9]. In the Irish context,
much useful work has been conducted in encouraging individual consumers to manage
their consumption behaviour [10–12]. However, despite considerable work nationally and
internationally, progress has been slow and both theoretical and applied dimensions of
behavioural management in environmental consumption are highly contested [3,4].

This paper explores the context of human consumption behaviour nested within
wider society and its values, which is now increasingly under pressure to respond to
a changing environmental system. Sustainable consumption behaviour in the context
of climate change is a grand challenge that has been characterised as a “super wicked”
problem because of the scale, scope, and time horizon over which mitigation efforts
must take place, without central authority [8]. They note that corporate responses to
such challenges may be visionary and expansive initially, although become diluted over
time due to the sheer contentiousness of the issues. The modern industry discourse on
sustainability is the idea of ‘green growth’, which is a paradox of continued economic
growth in the context of promoting increased sustainability [3]. Policy makers view the
challenge as encouraging and sustaining appropriate levels of individual behavioural
change to manage consumption [13,14]. However, questions remain regarding the claims
of a ‘green economy’, because large-scale de-carbonisation of the economy and society
will only be achieved if current consumption patterns, methods and lifestyles are subject
to change [15]. Indeed, it has been suggested that nothing short of absolute decoupling
of growth and resource consumption is needed to achieve sustainability and stabilise the
impacts of climate change [16].

From a societal perspective, the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) address
some of the grand challenges that now face the planet, but the question remains of how to
move current systems of behaviour in society to a new, more sustainable state, given the
embedded uncertainties and complexities of such a process. A framework of behavioural
approaches to the governance of sustainable consumption can be used to interrogate the
literature for a wider analysis centred around the utilitarian, the social/psychological, and
the systems of provision/institutional approach [3]. These concepts inform the selection of
policy tools to change behaviours and modes of governance and can act as policy paradigms
or belief systems [17]. The first, the utilitarian approach, underlies much contemporary
neo-liberal economic policy [18]. It is based upon the belief that individuals consume
goods and services in free markets with perfect competition and information to decide
a course of action that delivers the greatest personal utility. This affords an opportunity
to micro-focus on the inconsistency of consumer attitudes and behaviours. The second
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approach, the social/psychological model, includes both behavioural economics and
social marketing, and has emerged as a critique of the first approach. This approach
considers the role of the individual within society as a citizen–consumer. Behavioural
economics stems from the belief that individuals “satisfice” by choosing options that
satisfy most needs but are not individually optimal [19]. This has resulted in the growth
of ‘nudging’ which seeks to configure a choice array in a policy instrument for citizens
so that they are steered towards making positive decisions for society while preserving
individual choice [3,20]. The main focus of behavioural change from a consumption
studies perspective is via the tool of social marketing, which utilises softer powers to build
public awareness and change behaviour through the gradual establishment of new, and
collectively held, behavioural norms [21]. Again, this approach is not without its critics as
being paternalistic and without regard to the individual’s decision-making context [4,22].
The third approach is the systems of provision/institutional approach (socio-technical),
which considers individual psychological factors and values within the context of the
systems, standards and norms under which individuals operate [3,23,24]. Understanding
this is fundamental to the development of successful strategies and policies to shift towards
sustainable consumption [25]. This approach addresses the systematic, structural, and
institutional perspectives on how institutions, through public policy initiatives, can begin
and sustain change towards sustainability in the future. It considers the values (both
intrinsic and extrinsic) of the individual within the context of the constraints and norms of
institutions and wider society.

In seeking to define value systems in society, which in turn define behavioural patterns
of consumption at the governmental, institutional, community and individual levels,
this paper assesses the diverse literature on the topic of environmental sustainability,
consumption and sustainability, and institutional and societal sustainable behaviour, and
therefore can inform sustainable policy development and governance. It also explores the
societal framework within which individuals make decisions that define sustainability.
In order to achieve these aims, a systematic literature review (SLR) methodology was
chosen to:

• Establish the extent to which existing research has progressed towards generating
methodologies, tools and templates that facilitates the development of sustainable
policy;

• Identify relationships, contradictions, gaps, and inconsistencies in the literature on
sustainable behaviour in Irish, European, and Western societies;

• Explore reasons for the diversity of perspectives presented in the literature on sus-
tainability as a process and to propose new conceptualisations or theories that may
account for these inconsistencies;

• Disaggregate and map the components and dynamics of sustainable governance and
societal and individual sustainable behaviour;

• Inform an overarching conceptual model for the development of policy that nurtures
and advances behavioural dynamics at the institutional, community and individual
level towards a more environmentally sustainable state.

The challenges to sustainability and sustainable development have been amplified by
the continued growth of the global economy [26]. Therefore, the problems related to un-
sustainable consumption are growing, and the approach to addressing them must become
more intentional, comprehensive, and systematic [23]. A key challenge to green governance,
sustainability and sustainable consumption has been the dominant social paradigm (DSP),
which can be characterised by a belief in unlimited abundance and progress, materialism,
faith in the power of technology, minimal government intervention, and unlimited private
property rights which greatly define our neo-liberal discourse [23,27–29]. In the wider
European context, there is a call for improved governance across all sectors in order to
manage sustainable consumption [30]. The link between sustainability and health and
well-being has been explicitly set out [31]. A clear need has been identified to create an
environment where every individual and sector of society can play their part in achieving
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a ‘good society’. However, this can only be achieved through society-wide involvement
in, and engagement with, cross-sectoral sustainability linking governance, environment,
economy and human health. This paper seeks to explore this challenge and offer insight
on how this might be addressed.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. A Systematic Literature Review

A systematic literature review (SLR) and meta-analysis is an essential tool for sum-
marising evidence accurately and reliably. The use of an SLR approach facilitates the
interrogation of broader questions than a single empirical study can address [32]. Indeed,
the SLR methodology has the potential to provide insight to some of the most important
contributions to understanding and practice implementation, and seeks to provide a rigor-
ous foundation for the advancement of knowledge. The approach is characterised by being
objective, transparent and replicable. The SLR involves a systematic search process which
collates empirical evidence that fits pre-specified eligibility criteria to answer a specific
research question or set of questions.

Three phases in the literature search process have been distinguished [33], and this
staged approach was used in the development of the methodology for this study.

(i) A conceptual framework was developed based on a review of methodological lit-
erature and defines the three key areas of enquiry, i.e., the utilitarian approach and
consumer responsibility, the social/psychological approach, and the socio-technical
(systems of provision/institutional) approach [3]. This framework represents the
initial ‘architecture’ for reviewing the wider literature, its underlying assumptions
and key dimensions. It also provided insight in terms of context and the development
of concepts to enable a deeper interrogation of the topic and to provide the necessary
consistency and scientific structure in addressing the research questions. Additionally,
outputs of this review process provided guidance on the key search terms to be used
in the SLR and on the generation and selection of the grey literature (GL);

(ii) This was followed by a full systematic review of the literature as per SLR protocols,
which utilise five steps in producing a systematic review: formulating the question(s);
locating studies; study selection and evaluation; analysis and eligibility; and reporting
results [34–36];

(iii) The outputs of this process were then subjected to concept mining, data evaluation,
coding and framework synthesis utilising thematic analysis [37], as it is shaped,
reinforced and refined by findings from the included studies [38,39].

The initial conceptual framework (phase (i)) was further developed by incorporating
the agency role inherent in approaches to sustainable consumption [40,41]. This included
the consideration of individual or consumer responsibility, individual or community
consumption situated within wider social, economic and technological structures, and
then ‘systemic’ conceptions of consumption as socio-technical systems. In this respect,
socio-technical systems are conceived of as imbedding the possibilities of a transition to
greater ‘societal’ responsibility and the involvement of wider institutional actors [5,42].

Thus, utilising the initial conceptual framework, the second phase in developing the
SLR approach was mapped out. This involved formulating the core research questions:

- What societal dynamics drive consumption behaviour and how is environmental sus-
tainability integrated into the decision-making process at a governance, institutional,
community and individual levels?;

- What intrinsic and extrinsic dimensions of society control sustainable behaviour and
decision making at the individual, institutional, community and governance levels?;

- What is the most effective approach (road map) to the design of strategies, policies,
initiatives, programmes and plans that can advance individual and societal behaviour
and institutional and governance systems towards a more environmentally sustainable
state?
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From these questions, the key search terms were identified with Boolean terms applied
to control search dynamics. The derived search terms and the associated Boolean operators
included: sustainable ‘or’ sustainability; ‘and’ environment ‘or’ environmentally; ‘and’
consumer behaviour ‘and’ governance ‘and’ policy ‘and’ values ‘and’ intrinsic ‘and’ extrinsic.
The OneSearch search engine was used because it is a simple and effective overarching
database interrogation system which brings together article-level content across a large
selection of journals, periodicals, books and other databases. This study used a OneSearch
system incorporating 89 databases including Scopus, JSTOR, Web of Science and the Social
Sciences Citation Index. The characteristics and nature of the data source were deemed
essential in determining the relevance and validity of a given paper or study within the
SLR process, which was confirmed by reference to a range of inclusion and exclusion
criteria (Table 1). These criteria included the search time frame, the type of publication,
the discipline type and the nature of record display (e.g., full text), and the language of
publications (e.g., English).

Table 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria for the SLR.

Inclusion Criteria Categorisation Justification

Includes reference to
sustainability, environment

and society

Topic/Discipline/Theory
Focus

Links sustainability and the natural environment with social
systems, behavioural systems and their operating context.

Addresses sustainable
management or practices Practice/implementation

To include studies that have demonstrated a practice or assessment
or implementation focus. To ensure the inclusion of organisational

and operational dimensions, as well as aspects of preservation,
biodiversity, and ecosystem welfare.

Environment and
ecosystems Definition To include reference to the natural environment and ecosystems.

Consumer behaviour Definition

To ensure inclusion of all relevant publications that are concerned
with sustainable consumption, consumers/behaviour, and the
consumption of natural resources. To ensure the inclusion of

stakeholders and market dimensions.

Governance Definition To ensure inclusion of all relevant publications that are concerned
with social control and governance systems.

Policy Definition

To ensure inclusion of publications that address the issue of policy
associated with sustainability, environment and guiding

behavioural outcomes, including the consumption of natural
resources by society. To identify policy as a term related to the

preceding search terms.

Value/s Definition

To identify papers that address societal values in the consumption
of natural resources. To ensure the inclusion of financial and

economic considerations and those that address ethical, moral and
aesthetic principles and the role of belief systems, social norms and

behaviour.

Intrinsic Definition
To include papers that address intrinsic characteristics which are

defined by the thing having value “in itself,” or “for its own sake,”
or “as such,” or “in its own right.”

Extrinsic Definition

To include papers that address values defined by a derived good; it
is a good not for its own sake, but for the sake of something else
that is good and to which it is related in some way (as such the

latter is reflective of the former).

All Fields All sections of the document
to be included

This ensures that all sections in the selected documents are screened
by the database search engine for inclusion of the search terms.
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Table 1. Cont.

Inclusion Criteria Categorisation Justification

All disciplines and research
domains Discipline type To ensure that the search is not restricted by any discipline or topic

area.

Studies since 1st January
2002 Time Frame

Limited by time because this is the period with the greatest number
of contributions and the most relevant type of contribution to the

topic of interest.

Book/eBook, Book Chapter,
Journal/e-Journal, Journal

Article
Document types To ensure only contributions included in published books and

peer-reviewed articles were selected.

Full text online Search Display Format The ensure that the full content and contribution of the articles and
studies concerned were accessible for review and evaluation.

Scholarly material including
peer reviewed papers and

studies
Search engine parameter To target seminal theoretical developments and contributions in the

academic literature.

Include results beyond the
library collections of the

Institution concerned (TU
Dublin)

Search engine parameters To ensure that all relevant articles, papers and studies were
included in the SLR search process.

English Language Articles either fully written in English or with an English language
Abstract because English is the academic reference language.

Exclusion Criteria Categorisation Justification

Before 1st January 2002 Time Frame

Studies before this date are less relevant to current theoretical
developments. The most significant contributions on sustainability
and consumption have been published since 2002, and hence the

reference period selected is proportionally more important.

Non-English language
papers Language

Based on the academic norm that all significant academic
contributions have an Abstract available in English (even if

published in another language).

Newspaper articles, book
reviews and dissertations Document type

In the context of this study, newspaper editorial comment, general
book reviews, advertisement features, trade articles and

dissertations do little to advance the research topic. It is noted that
outputs of meritorious dissertations will have generated

peer-reviewed academic publications, and if relevant, these will be
identified through the publication path.

The nature of sustainability and the challenges of environmental change have gener-
ated a substantial number of contributions from a wide range of disciplines and fields of
interest, particularly over the last two decades. In this regard, it was important to ensure
that the selected search terms and inclusion and exclusion criteria were designed with
an appropriate level of specificity. This was required to generate higher precision in the
selection of studies and hence improve the quality and confidence that can be placed on the
conclusions and outcomes of analysis. The inclusion–exclusion criteria were designed to
show full text articles and to select all scholarly material, including peer-reviewed articles.
It was decided to search from 2002 (Rio + 10 Summit) on the basis that this is the most rele-
vant period for review given the contemporary nature of the research topic and the rapid
and dynamic changes in society and the shifting global perspective on the sustainability of
the anthropic–environmental nexus.

The process of assessing papers and articles was mapped using the Preferred Re-
porting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) scheme, which was
adopted and tailored to the needs of this study [43]. PRISMA focuses on ensuring the
transparent and complete reporting of the systematic review process and involves the
steps of (i) identification, (ii) screening, (iii) eligibility, and (iv) inclusion. This approach
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used a matrix-based technique similar to that used elsewhere for data analysis in primary
qualitative research [44]. Hence, the SLR papers generated by the search terms (step (i)
identification as per Table 1) were then subjected to preliminary analysis (step (ii) screening)
as per Table 2, which generated a refined list of papers or core papers.

Table 2. Screening selection of the SLR papers (papers must comply with the screening–eligibility criteria to remain included
in the core list).

Screening Criteria Categorisation Comment/Analysis

Duplicate Papers

Duplication of a paper Duplication,
Duplicate entry

The Search Terms and Inclusion/Exclusion
criteria when used on the literature databases
can generate some duplicate outputs—these
need to be filtered.

Discipline Focus

Disciplines/topics that address the research
questions Topic/Scope

Overarching requirements that the key
concepts/topics of this research study are
addressed in the paper being assessed, to ensure
that relevant work is included.

Research Question Focus

Studies that address one or more aspects of
the research questions. Paradigm/theory

This identifies papers that link concepts of
control, policy, governance, sustainability,
environment and consumption.

Q1(a) Are societal dynamics presented that
drive consumption behaviour? Driving parameters Influence of setting and context.

Q1(b) Are mechanisms that explain how
societal dynamics relate to consumption
behaviour included?

System understanding Translational process and mechanism.

Q1(c) Is there consideration of environmental
sustainability and its integration into
decision making for governments,
institutions, communities and individuals?

Triggers and thresholds How sustainability problems are managed by
different sectors.

Q2(a) Are intrinsic dimensions/values of
society considered in terms of control of
sustainable behaviour and decision making?

Social values and ethics How are value systems understood and how do
they influence behaviour?

Q2(b) Are extrinsic dimensions/values of
society considered in terms of the control of
sustainable behaviour and decision making?

Social values and ethics How are value systems understood and how do
they influence behaviour?

Q3(a) Are strategies, policies, programmes or
plans considered in terms of sustainable
development and sustainable behaviour?

Tools of policy What are the major tools of sustainable
behaviour management in society?

Q3(b) Is there an assessment of the nature
and effectiveness of approaches to the design
of policies, programmes and plans as tools to
advance sustainable behaviour?

Development protocols Strategies in policy, programme and plan design.

Q3(c) Are the efficacies of policies,
programmes and plans to shape
individual/societal behaviour and
institutional and governance systems
assessed?

Monitoring Follow-up, assessment and the feedback system
in policy implementation.
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Table 2. Cont.

Exclusion topics

Articles/Papers/documents dealing with
sustainability from a predominantly
economic perspective or where the
environmental reference excludes the
natural/ecological environment., e.g.,
corporate environment, operating
environment, sustainable or sustainability in
reference to market or corporate durability,
etc.

Definition for environment
and sustainability.
Although not absolute, this
typically includes reference to:

Markets;
Finance;
Time;
Spatial references, etc.

To exclude studies that use an alternative
conceptualisation of the terms ‘environment’
and/or ‘sustainability’, and hence do not
address the natural/ecological environment.

2.2. Eligibility and Data Extraction

Finally, an a priori data extraction and analysis template was developed with refer-
ence to the conceptual framework set out earlier in the paper [3] and incorporating the
focus of the research questions. The data extraction process also drew input from the
Cochrane Consumers and Communication Review Group’s data extraction template and
the ENTREQ guideline (for enhancing transparency in reporting the synthesis of qualitative
research) [45]. This resulting framework template (Table 3) was then used to determine
the eligibility of the remaining core papers for inclusion in the study. It was also used
to contextualise, evaluate and code the data from the core papers identified through the
selection process and to provide the basis for the thematic grouping of their contribution to
knowledge and understanding (Section 2.1, Phase (iii)). This phase was advanced through
an iterative and structured analysis of the content and themes presented in the refined
set of core papers. It was also informed by an analytical approach incorporating actor
identification and agency [42].

Table 3. Eligibility assessment template.

Eligibility Criteria Categorisation Comment/Analysis

Bibliographic Characteristics

Journal Title Label Classification of type

Paper Title Label Classification of focus/topic/theme

Authors/Institution Identity Contributors, research team and affiliation/s

Year Time Age of article

Discipline Focus and Thematic Boundaries

Disciplines/topics that address
the Research Questions Prioritisation

Select articles which make a significant contribution to the
core topics stemming from the research questions. Articles
must make a substantial contribution to the theme of the
research questions:
• What societal dynamics drive consumption behaviour

and how is environmental sustainability integrated
into the decision-making process at a governance,
institutional, community and individual level?;

• What intrinsic and extrinsic dimension of society
control sustainable behaviour and decision making at
the individual, institutional, community and
governance level?;

• What is the most effective approach (road map) to the
design of strategies, policies, initiatives, programmes
and plans that can advance individual and societal
behaviour and institutional and governance systems
towards a more environmentally sustainable state?;

Brief Summary of article Topic/Scope

The summary should be informative in terms of the
research questions, particularly regarding sustainability and
socio-cultural dimensions of consumption policy and
related key issues.
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Table 3. Cont.

Eligibility Criteria Categorisation Comment/Analysis

Aims of the paper/document Focus
Indicate aims of the paper/article (possibly provide a list of
aims). Indicate whether the paper deals with general issues
or more concrete problems and solutions or both.

Participating Institutions Actors involved
To identify the driving parties involved in sustainable
management and the governance response in policy design
and implementation.

Recipients (targets) of the
policy/schemes Actors involved To identify the individuals, communities, industrial sectors

and organisations at which sustainable policy is directed.

Specific and Key topics or
themes and concepts of the

article/document
Themes and concepts

Sustainability and consumption—to identify the
contribution to concept development, theory, policy
development, policy implementation design, and
governance and control systems in the social, economic and
political context.

Policy Implementation priori-
ties/schemes/mechanisms Protocols and Tools

Sustainability and Consumption
• Extract information on how any

schemes/programmes/research will be implemented;
• What are the policy priorities if reported and how are

they justified—if at all?

Studies that demonstrate
Frameworks and Templates for

monitoring, feedback and
control—measure to manage

Monitoring Structural and
Operational issuesunder
pressure from social and
environmental change

Sustainability and Consumption
• To evaluate social/institutional/governance structures,

communication channels and information flow paths;
• To include papers that address translational processes,

considering the societal context;
• To identify what kind of evaluation is in place, if any,

for obtaining information about the effectiveness and
success of schemes/programmes.

Utility of the
ideas/policies/schemes/

mechanisms/theories

Effectiveness and
efficiency—transformational

potential

Sustainability and Consumption
• Search for information about the capacity (potential) of

schemes/policy to be used as a reference for regional,
national and EU-level regulation of socio-cultural
interactions with sustainable policy initiatives (all
levels);

• Highlight where the
schemes/approaches/theories/policies have a
potential for success;

• What are the useful outcomes of the measures in terms
of public compliance and satisfaction and in meeting
society’s needs?;

• Record any evidence of a rise in societal awareness,
public engagement or public good associated with
policy and support of issue(s) related to sustainability
and consumption;

• Note the development of new research collaborations,
the reinforcement of existing research collaborations,
the development of new research areas and curricula,
the establishment of new research centres, stronger
collaboration across institutions and governments, etc.

Articles/Papers that reference
societal values

Decision Theory,
Values and Social paradigms

To explore the linked hierarchy of values and decision
making—contrasting and shifting realities of society.

Articles/Papers that explore
governance and institutions.

Power, regulation, standards
and social context

To expand the concepts of actors and influence in
institutional and political governance and social change.

Papers that address the nexus of
sustainability, consumption,

environment and
governance/control and the

socio-political context.

Interaction, the Multidiscipline
or Cross-discipline focus or

Nexus

To examine the dynamics and influence of linkages, choice
sets, nuances, etc., imbedded within the socio-political
context of consumption and sustainability.
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Table 3. Cont.

Eligibility Criteria Categorisation Comment/Analysis

Methodological Approach

Theoretical reviews Methodology—Measurement
approach or key variable

To ensure studies that address key theoretical
considerations and concept development are included.

Qualitative studies Methodology—Research design To ensure studies that address qualitative dimensions are
included.

Quantitative studies
Methodology—

Measurement/key
variable

To exclude or limit studies which have little
theoretical/systems analysis, i.e., studies that are largely
quantitative in nature.

Approaches to Data and Theory Analysis

Evidence of data interrogation
and theoretical contribution to

sustainability, consumption and
governance.

New data and theory

To identify papers with seminal interpretations or novel
interpretations of data. To identify papers that provide data
or theoretical contributions on the interplay between
consumption, sustainability, society and governance.

Evidence of insights and
analysis of sustainability and

consumption as dynamic
systems in the context of a

changing environmental, social
and political landscape.

Models and Uncertainty
Approaches that advance

understanding of the change
paradigm

To include papers that address the uncertainty principal.
Articles that make seminal contributions to the change
agenda—environmental change, social change and political
change.

Evidence of the role of
regulation and the UN SDGs in

shaping the decision-making
environment.

Global and Regional Regulation
and policy conventions

To include papers that address global and regional
regulation in the context of the ‘Grand Challenges’ of social
and environmental change.

Evidence of agile and smart
over-arching approaches to

sustainability and consumption
optimisation.

Management, policy and
decision making

To identify articles that are cross-cutting in outlook, have
general applicability, and provide evidence of adaptability
linked to the principles of the UN SDGs and key political
and social actors and drivers in society.

The extraction of data from the studies and articles was undertaken using an indepen-
dent double semi-blind review approach (i.e., both authors independently and separately)
to enhance concept mining, insight development and selection reliability. The authors were
blind to each other’s assessment outcomes during the review of selected core papers. Some
authors have argued for a fully blind evaluation as to the journal from which the article
came, the authors of the paper, their institutions, and the magnitude and direction of the
results obtained. However, the Cochrane Report, used as the method guide in this study,
also notes that this approach may not be warranted given the resources required and the
uncertain benefit in terms of protecting against bias [46]. Comparisons were made within
and across studies within the core papers based on an evaluation of their content including
research approach, context, data, theoretical contributions and quality indicators. Thus,
the characterisation profile of the final core SLR papers and the systematic data extraction
process provided a sequential, structured and robust assessment of the contribution of each
paper in addressing the research questions.

2.3. Thematic Analysis—Interpretation and Synthesis

The outputs of the SLR were analysed and categorised using thematic analysis set
in the conceptual framework developed for eligibility and data extraction (Section 2.2
and Table 3) and interrogated using the established approach set out in Table 4 [37]. This
approach sought to explore the concepts, theories, processes, actions and interactions
reported in the core selected literature and informed by the conceptual framework of the
methodological review. The endpoint of this analysis is the development of the ‘building
blocks’ of a new theoretical model or construct that can provide a road map for the ad-
vancement of sustainable consumption policy. In exploring the data, the rate of occurrence
of a theme or concept was documented. However, the focus of the thematic analysis was to
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look for patterns of occurrence of theories and concepts within the papers’ and to utilise
the conceptual framework to aid analysis.

Table 4. Thematic analysis phases.

1 Familiarisation with data: Transcribing data (if necessary), reading and re-reading the data, noting initial ideas.

2 Generating initial codes: Coding interesting features of the data in a systematic fashion across the entire data set,
collating data relevant to each code.

3 Searching for themes: Collating codes into potential themes, gathering all data relevant to each potential theme.

4 Reviewing themes: Checking if the themes work in relation to the coded extracts (Level 1) and the entire data
set (Level 2), generating a thematic ‘map’ of the analysis.

5 Defining and naming
themes:

Ongoing analysis to refine the specifics of each theme, and the overall story the analysis
tells, generating clear definitions and names for each theme.

6 Producing the report:
The final opportunity for analysis. Selection of vivid, compelling extract examples, final

analysis of selected extracts, relating the analysis back to the research question and
literature, and producing a scholarly report of the analysis.

Source: adapted with permission from ref. [37], Copyright Year: 2006, Copyright Owner’s Name: Taylor & Francis.

The reporting of article content employed this strategic conceptual outlook and sought
to extract meaning from patterns in the data developed and refined through an iterative
and sequential process of identifying themes before, during, and after analysis (Table 4).
The validity of this approach is dependent on a careful analysis of the data with reference
to the underlying assumptions (theoretical underpinnings) of the framework adopted.

2.3.1. Deductive Thematic Considerations

Themes or patterns within the data were identified from a deductive or “top-down”
perspective, in contrast to the inductive approach in which themes are shaped by the data in
an unbounded manner [47,48]. This deductive or “theoretical” thematic analysis approach
is driven by the defined theoretical or analytical interest in the area of consumption be-
haviour, sustainability and values, as defined earlier. This form of thematic analysis tends
to provide a more detailed analysis of key aspects within the data (the core literature review
papers). This involved coding the data with reference to the specific research questions
(which map onto the theoretical underpinnings) and their associated objectives.

2.3.2. Latent Approach to Theme Identification

Another aspect of the approach concerned the “level” at which themes were identified:
whether at a semantic or explicit level, or at a latent or interpretative level [47]. The semantic
approach identifies themes within the explicit or surface meanings of the data. However,
this work followed the latent approach, which goes beyond the semantic content of the data
and starts to identify or examine the underlying ideas, assumptions, conceptualisations
and ideologies that are theorised as shaping or informing the semantic content of the
data. Thus, using latent thematic analysis, the development of the themes themselves
involved interpretative work, and the analysis produced is not just description, but is
already theorised or set in a theoretical context. Analysis within this latter tradition tends
to come from a constructionist paradigm [49]. Thus, broader assumptions, structures
and/or meanings are theorised as underpinning what is actually articulated in the data.

2.3.3. Constructionist Thematic Analysis

Thematic analysis can be conducted from either a realist/essentialist perspective or a
constructionist paradigm. In the essentialist/realist approach, the data are interrogated and
theorised in a largely unidirectional manner, linking meaning and experience. In contrast,
the constructionist perspective interprets the data in the context of their social setting and
seeks to theorise while recognising the socio-cultural contexts and structural conditions
that define the data. This study adopted the constructionist model, which is consistent
with the theoretical assumptions of the work.
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2.3.4. Outputs of Thematic Analysis

Thematic analysis has been presented as a method for identifying, analysing and
reporting patterns (themes) within data. It organises and describes the data set in rich
detail. Additionally, it typically develops further than this and provides the opportunity
to interpret aspects of the research topic [47]. To this end, the literature review data were
evaluated and analysed using the six phases of thematic analysis (Table 4) and with close
reference to the original research questions and the structure set out in Table 3.

3. Results

In total, 89 databases were selected for consideration, including Scopus, JSTOR, Web
of Science and the Social Sciences Citation Index. This approach generated a Master List of
349 papers and studies (Table 5). These papers were then screened using criteria not readily
identifiable through the facilities of the ‘Search Term’ and ‘Inclusion/Exclusion’ processes
offered in the database interrogation systems. Outcomes of this task emphasised the need
to limit the study in terms of its time frame of reference and with regard to definitions on
what constitutes the most appropriate societal–environmental focus of sustainability. In
order to advance the assessment of the SLR literature and GL list and to ensure quality and
consistency, the included studies and papers were then evaluated using eligibility criteria
(Table 3).

Table 5. List of papers selected through the SLR process.

Search All/Summon at TU Dublin—The Technological University Dublin Library Catalogue

Search Terms Boolean Operator Number of Articles
Identified, 17th January 2018

Sustainable OR

Sustainability AND 1,175,290

Environment OR

Environmentally AND 853,504

Consumer Behaviour/
Consumer Behaviour AND 88,052

Governance AND 23,095

Policy AND 21,492

Value OR

Values AND 20,036

Intrinsic AND 2370

Extrinsic 349

The GL was included based on a ‘hand-search’ approach using a referral basis from
the reference sections of the final core papers identified in the formal SLR approach. This
process has high specificity and is only adopted where the contribution of the referred paper
or study was deemed as fundamental. The GL also included relevant papers/reports and
publications from within the databases of the Irish EPA and Irish Government/EU sources.
This resulted in a GL master list of 87 papers, studies, publications and reports. The GL
list was subjected to the same study selection, screening and eligibility assessment as the
SLR literature. The SLR literature and the GL list were kept as separate data categories for
clarity and tracking purposes.

The flowchart scheme of the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) was tailored to the needs of this study and used to map the article
extraction process (Figure 1) [43]. As such, the PRISMA checklist has been designed to
ensure the complete and transparent reporting of the methods used in systematic reviews.
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Figure 1. The PRISMA model of the SLR approach.

The scholarly literature was found to be widely distributed across different disci-
plinary journals of variable quality. The search of academic literature revealed a core list of
30 articles selected from 29 separate journals, with only one open access journal providing
two articles. The journals/papers included the disciplines of consumer studies, geography,
business, political science, economics, environmental management, environmental psy-
chology, sociology, ecological economics, sustainability science, marketing, energy policy,
education, communication, and ethics as well as cross disciplinary journals such as Emer-
gence: Complexity and Organization (E:CO). This wide eclectic grouping was influenced
by the research questions which, by their very nature, attempted to draw on publications
addressing wider societal issues with regard to consumption, sustainability and values.
Although data were extracted from the literature over the period of 2002–2018, the majority
of the selected papers were published in the period since 2010. In total, there were three
systematic literature review papers and one scoping literature review amongst those se-
lected. An analysis of content of all 30 publications indicated a wide breadth of themes,
the top ten of which included (in order of most frequent to less frequent); social concepts,
behaviour, sustainability, values, policy, change, economics, consumption, knowledge and
information. The concepts of society and responsibility, although the focus of some of the
papers, featured less frequently than the more common arguments for consumer or citizen
responsibility. This aspect was revealing in itself, but needs to be explored and set in a
more nuanced and contextualised analytical framework.

Incorporating the utilitarian, the social/psychological, and the systems of provi-
sion/institutional approaches as a framework [3], as well as emerging themes from the
literature, a schema of three dimensions was identified, refined and used to analyse the
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data emerging from the selected literature. This was also informed by recognition of the
agency inherent in approaches to sustainability [40], including individualistic or consumer
responsibility, individual, household or community consumption situated within wider
social frameworks, and more ‘systemic’ conceptions of consumption as socio-technical
systems [5,42]. Utilising these classifications [3,40,41], the basic schema was developed.
Thus, the data were explored using: (i) the utilitarian individualistic or consumer fo-
cus/responsibility perspective; (ii) the social/marketing perspective representing indi-
vidual, household or community consumption situated within wider economic and tech-
nological frameworks of society and often with a more policy-oriented focus; and (iii)
the systems of provision/institutional perspective based on a more ‘systemic’ view of
consumption as a socio-technical system, originating from within a sociological outlook
and with the possibilities of transformation to a more ‘societally’ responsible model with
the involvement of wider institutional actors [5,41] (Figure 2).
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4. Discussion

This paper sought to address the paradigm context of governance and policy ap-
proaches which recognise the importance of preserving the balance of nature and which
acknowledge the inevitability of limits to growth. The outputs suggest that this is only pos-
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sible where a clear understanding exists regarding the sustainability challenge, behavioural
systems within society, and their consumption dynamics and values. This research tackled
this problem against a society dominated by a neo-liberal philosophy that typically places
greater emphasis on extrinsic values, and by behavioural dynamics that often expound pos-
itive attitudes toward sustainability, but which exhibit mostly unsustainable consumption
patterns [23].

4.1. The Utilitarian Approach—The Individual as Responsible Consumer

Although the search terms and inclusion/exclusion criteria employed by the study
sought to identify the interplay of concepts that include both individual and society, the
largest tranche of papers categorised by the process focused on the individual and their
responsibilities in the consumption cycle. Some of the papers focused on the factors in-
fluencing an individual’s decision-making processes, whether it be lack of education to
inform more cognizant consumption, or recognition of the complex of pressures driving
individuals (and institutions) in their attempts to make more sustainably motivated plans.
Managers in institutions are often driven by a narrow set of constraints which may conflict
wider sustainability concerns. A number of papers, through both a policy and consumption
study lens, addressed the need to motivate individuals through reminding them of their re-
sponsibilities to future generations and sought to move their self-interest to encompass the
recognition of ‘public goods’. Other papers examined how scientists and other stakeholders
need to deepen understanding of the nature of individual motivation and trust in order
to influence individual behaviour. Those in the marketing and consumer disciplines seek
to address this through utilising green branding, eco-labelling, second-hand purchasing,
and green logistics, as well as calling for corporate social responsibility (CSR) to define
business operations. This takes shape through the call for more sustainable consumption in
retailing, embedding the triple bottom line in logistics, promotion of sustainable branding,
and the encouragement and support for the business case of CSR. Those in the discipline
of psychology impart interesting insights in terms of the processes of perception and com-
munication. Some of the stewardship literature, although implying by its very description
notions of broader governance, looks at decentralising responsibility which ultimately
focuses on individual behaviour.

4.2. The Social/Marketing Perspective

Despite the focus from a policy perspective on the individual’s responsibility, neo-
classical economic models have failed to significantly influence sustainable consumption be-
haviour, nor has the availability of better-quality information changed behaviour [50]. The
outcomes of this study support the critique that has come from two social/psychological
sources: (i) behavioural economics, and (ii) consumption studies [3]. Behavioural eco-
nomics and the influence of behavioural science recognises that individuals do not act
rationally in decision-making; instead, they revert to familiar heuristics to process informa-
tion more easily in decision making. Behavioural economics also recognises that decision
making is influenced or constrained by the role of social norms and routines, including
notions of community and fairness in economic outcomes [51]. Thus, individuals limit
their information search, because information overload can lead to subsequent difficulties
in decision making, although they recognise the importance of their decisions or actions
for wider society [17]. These approaches are addressed by some of the papers in framing
consumer theory, although they also note that the impact on consumers often remains
highly contested. Indeed, the literature recognises that:

• Political support to enhance citizen-oriented choices is required;
• There is a need for social policies to redistribute resource consumption in a context of

a no-growth scenario;
• Climate change necessitates evolution—technologically as a response to new or shift-

ing ecological states, culturally to provide the context and leverage, and in regulatory
terms to provide the vehicles to implement change;
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• Communication approaches that advocate individual voluntary action often ignore
social and structural impediments to behaviour change;

• There is a need to develop a conceptual framework to analyse power and (dis)empowerment
in transformative social change;

• There is a need to advance a conceptual model linking consumption with the status of
population–environment literature;

• Institutional change theory identifies the taxonomy of power and how institutions can
determine individual choice and interaction structures;

• Cases of collective action have been identified as exemplars or standards of corporate
action in relation to environmental issues and used to leverage change;

• Communities and their interactions are critically important as a context for behavioural
change.

4.3. Socio-Technical Approach—Systems of Provision

Sustainable consumption is a collective action problem and there are inherent diffi-
culties facing groups of people trying to work together for the common good [52]. One
of the most compelling characteristics of environmental problems is the social, cultural,
political and economic structures within which they operate. Individuals are often faced
with making daily decisions in a setting and context they did not create, in terms of who
has political power, who has control over resources, and, in a broader sense, what in-
frastructural and technological options are available and why. What is well noted is the
imperative of social and cultural systems to change, to adapt, and evolve to meet the
sustainability challenges at all levels [53]. Thus, interrogating the SLR literature (including
GL content) from a socio-technical consideration views the data from an institutional and
governance context and asks the question of who is really responsible for the development
and practice of sustainable behaviour in our society and how this can be progressed. The
evidence of this study suggests that this area has received less attention than that of the
individual consumer or individual social-marketing perspective; however, it is this area
that holds the greatest promise for real change in consumption behaviour. At its simplest,
level governance and institutional activity can more sweepingly normalise choice arrays
and define consumption impacts than providing the consumer with options of varying
sustainability, outsourcing responsibility and waiting for them to choose. It is an impera-
tive that governments engage with a deeper sustainability model and that this is reflected
in societies, through investment in infrastructure, technology development and the will
and means to enable implementation. Thus, the data suggest that a sustainable future
cannot be achieved by relying solely on initiating a ‘bottom-up’ approach which seeks
changes in individual consumer behaviour; moreover, a macro-institutional approach to
sustainability in governance, policy and research is vital [23]. A number of papers have
addressed these issues, advocating the need for policy and regulatory frameworks to be
inter-connected in order to handle conflicting objectives of economics, environment and
social justice. One paper called for a shift in thinking to recognise that markets can, in
ways, subvert democracy and challenged the presumption that competitive markets are
necessary for organising economic activity. Exploration of the literature data suggests that:

• People do not adopt sustainable consumption lifestyles for societal reasons; rather,
cultural norms, institutional inertia and powerful actors, as well as individual reasons
all conspire to fashion the output observed and experienced;

• Communication is not enough for consumer awareness and behavioural change—its
understanding is often misplaced or misunderstood or even re-directed where its seen
as contrary to accepted patterns;

• A new conceptual framing is needed which defines a culture of sustainability embody-
ing individual practices but more significantly changing social institutions, societal
norms and governance systems—indeed, the need for developing a sustainable global
society is advocated;
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• There is a need to build concepts around an ethical society—linking an individual’s
worldview with planned societal or citizenship activities to ensure society continu-
ously improves its ethical behaviour;

• Sustainability is a ‘Grand Challenge’ and requires ‘Grand Governance’, where the
meaning and role of the citizen is elevated beyond paternalistic platitudes. There is a
need for a new meaning of citizenship and for the state to reflect a deeper sustainability
model.

4.4. The Governance and Sustainability Policy Development (GSPD) Framework

This paper suggests the synthesis of 27 principles as a Governance and Sustainability
Policy Development (GSPD) Framework (Figure 3), and that these principles should be
acknowledged in policy development designed to address sustainability in consumption
and to inform a deeper embeddedness of sustainability in citizenship and governance.
These evidence-based principles were derived from the above analysis and interrogation of
the data and are set out under three themes: (i) the individual as a responsible consumer; (ii)
the individual within the social, marketing and institutional context; and (iii) institutional
and governance approaches. By building on the three thematic approaches to the analysis
and exploration of a core body of systematically selected literature, it has been possible to
develop a schema of 27 principles set around the four pillars of (i) Society, (ii) Economic
systems, (iii) Consumers/citizens, and (iv) Governments and institutions. This schema
seeks to guide future thinking in this complex field of sustainable consumption from
both a policy and research perspective [54]. Furthermore, the use of the three theoretical
considerations has thrown up some interesting insights which demonstrate the limitations
of many current approaches to managing sustainable consumption in society. However,
through an interrogation and synthesis of concepts and contexts within the literature
data and ultimately by viewing these efforts firmly within a socio-technical (systems
of provision/institutional) lens, it has been possible to fashion a new Governance and
Sustainable Policy Development Framework (GSPD) model (Figure 3).
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This structured approach or framework with its four pillars maps the context within
which its embedded principles can be enacted. It also presents a number of parallels with
seminal contributions within the broader literature [41,55,56]. It is a unique evidence-based
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contribution to the sustainable consumption literature and emphasises the importance
of moving beyond the concept of the responsible consumer to encompass the interaction
between society’s complex infrastructures and human behaviour. In this sense, society
itself, and its substructures, are recognised as complex socio-technical systems.

5. Conclusions

This study sought to explore the nature of governance (institutional and political)
and the processes shaping the socio-economic paradigm relating to consumption, the
sustainability agenda, and the limits to growth. This was undertaken through a full search
of peer-reviewed academic publications and relevant grey literature in order to reveal
the state of existing knowledge and understanding and to synthesise novel contributions
linking current thinking, ideas and concepts in a new model—the building blocks of a
roadmap to a new environmental paradigm. This is a ‘Grand Challenge’ because it strikes
at the very heart of the sustainability argument, it recognises the heightened tensions in
global and local economic and socio-cultural rhetoric, and proposes a new framework in a
way that has not been done before, which uses an evidence-based approach to cut across
much of the established ideology driven by the neo-liberal agenda.

This paper sought to gain further understanding of the values and motivations that
influence consumption behaviour and sustainability. Consumer values, both intrinsic
and extrinsic, are discussed against the backdrop of a society dominated by a neo-liberal
philosophy which places greater emphasis on extrinsic values, and by behavioural ap-
proaches that expound positive attitudes toward sustainability, although exhibit mostly
unsustainable consumption patterns [23]. This paper adopted an existing framework
for the evaluation of behavioural approaches [3] modified to reflect the categorisation of
agency in mapping data [40] as an aid to the analysis of the literature on the governance of
sustainable consumption. This was manifest in the three key research questions:

- What societal dynamics drive consumption behaviour and how is environmental sus-
tainability integrated into the decision-making process at a governance, institutional,
community and individual level?

- What intrinsic and extrinsic dimensions of society control sustainable behaviour and
decision making at the individual, institutional, community and governance level?;

- What is the most effective approach (road map) to the design of strategies, policies,
initiatives, programmes and plans that can advance individual and societal behaviour
and institutional and governance systems towards a more environmentally sustainable
state?

Addressing these questions has provided insight on the selection of policy tools to
change behaviours, but it also helps recognise how such tools are related to different modes
of governance and act as frameworks to shape and form policy paradigms. However, much
of the evidence suggests a failure to recognise the importance of social structures in affecting
behaviour, and this has created a path dependency in which solutions to consumption are
only accepted within the dominant governance and behavioural paradigm—this needs to
be challenged [3].

Findings from the literature include difficulties in agreeing a common definition on
what sustainability actually means and how to achieve it, as well as a lack of considera-
tion of the wider social dimension and poor recognition of the complexity of sustainable
behaviour as an iterative process. These challenges are pressing as the political system
struggles to match the twin demands of economic prosperity while protecting and enhanc-
ing environmental quality for the well-being of society and the health of citizens. The
imperative that emerges from this study is a recognition of the need to build innovative
relationship networks in society, in which the value of sustainability is created. This ap-
proach is optimal when this process is collaborative rather than individual; thus, norms are
re-defined, and society is guided towards a more integrated model with the potential to
bring about system-shaping innovations. This innovative process can be seen as the set of
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connected actions that shift a system such as a community, a sector or an economy towards
a more sustainable path.

This research study sought to inform a conceptual framework on how sustainable
consumption can be advanced at a political and policy level through building on a sys-
tematic evidence-based examination of the literature across many disciplines and outlets.
It presents a guidance framework or policy ‘road map’ for change that adds to the mo-
mentum that will drive this process forward. The presented governance and sustainability
policy framework addresses the four key pillars of society, including individual consumers,
society and culture, economic systems, and governance and institutions. The 27 guiding
principles of change within the Governance and Sustainable Policy Development Frame-
work represent core values that should be used to define how sustainability should be
integrated in policy development. The changes required for sustainability in its widest
sense may become politically charged, because ‘expand or perish’ is an inexorable force in a
capitalist economic system [15]. The contradiction of seeking to influence the consumption
patterns of the citizen–consumer, whilst capitalist actors seek continued increases in sales
and profits, with no interest in societal benefits, is clear. Linking the macro approach of new
institutionalism in recognising the impact of the institutional or societal logic of capitalist
economics, on the culture and practice in consumption, is crucial. Implementation of
sustainability policies must be a change not only in individual practices, but in the mind-set
of wider society and governance systems. Calls have been made for the development
of new forms of environmental authority, beyond nation states, in order to bring about
effective forms of global governance for sustainable consumption in a new world order [6].
Other contributors recognise the call for action, citing the UN-SDGs as a framework, and
the speech of their proposer, the former UN Secretary General H. E. Ban Ki-Moon, that
“There is no Plan B for action, as there is no Planet B.” [8]. They cite the moral imperative
in that we all must act to guide business leaders, employees, and stakeholders with system-
atic, unbiased, and empirically robust evidence on mechanisms with which to tackle the
persistent, but tractable, global problems confounding us. This study informs a conceptual
road map and adds to the momentum that will drive this process forward.

Further research needs to be undertaken that directly addresses the consequences
of seeking to manage fundamentally natural systems from a standpoint which is highly
market-led and which seeks to disown responsibility and promote a subsidiarity-based
model in sustainable management with the consumer as the intended target. Much of this
approach challenges the established conventions inherent within the neo-liberal agenda of
contemporary governance, which emphasises the imperative of why this line of research
needs to be advanced. A limitation presented in this paper is the level of objectivity inherent
in the semi-blind review process and the generation of agreement in the extracted data.
The commitment of additional resources in terms of time and the engagement of a wider
body of investigators would do much to minimise the issues of uncertainty attached to
the data mining process. Expanding this methodological process and driving the research
agenda against the rhetoric of outsourcing responsibility for sustainability in consumption
must surely be the focus of renewed effort.
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